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NSCool
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NSCool is a 1D (i.e., spherically symmetric) neutron star cooling code, written in fortran 
77. Besides the cooling code, the package also contains a series of EOSs (equation of 
state) to build stars, a series of pre-built stars, and a TOV (Tolman- Oppenheimer-
Volkoff) integrator to build stars from an EOS.

This code is extremely robust, very fast (the whole cooling of an isolated neutron star 
from birth to freezing takes less than a minute even on a lousy laptop), and highly 
modular (which makes it easy to add new subroutines for new processes without major 
risks of screwing it up !). It can also handle “strange stars”, which have a huge density 
discontinuity between the quark matter and the covering thin baryonic crust.

Once given a star to cool, with all the wanted/necessary physics set up (several 
configuration files are provided as examples), and an initial temperature profile, the 
code solves the heat transport and energy balance equations, in whole GR. The result 
is a time sequence of temperature profiles (and, in particular, a Teff - age curve).

Several heating processes are included, and more can easily be incorporated. In 
particular it can evolve a star undergoing accretion with the resulting deep crustal 
heating, under a steady or time-variable accretion rate.
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The NSCool Guide
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The NSCool Guide contains the following parts (in their corresponding files):

• NSCool_Guide_1_Introduction : installing, compiling and running a first model.
     It also contains a brief description of what NSCool is doing.
• NSCool_Guide_2_CodeStructure : describes how the code works, and what is in
    each fortran file.
• NSCool_Guide_3_Files&Variables : describes the content of the many fortran files 
    and the most important variables (mostly in the main program of NSCool.f).  
• NSCool_Guide_4_TOV : describes how to use the TOV solver to build stars
    from an EOS
• NSCool_Guide_4_cccc ...
• NSCool_Guide_5_dddd ...
• NSCool_Guide_6_eeee ...
• ...
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Conventions used in this User’s Guide
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This is a terminal window:
    - will show commands to run
      (I am using the bash shell)
    - The prompt will show the
      working directory:

This is an editor window:
    - will show file contents
     (I am using Aquamacs, i.e.,
      Emacs for Mac OSX)
    - The title bar shows the file name:
    - and this shows the line (and column)
      number in the file where the cursor is:
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Unpack the code
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• Go to the directory where to install
  the code (“My_Directory” in the example)
  and copy the archive NSCool.tar.gz to
  this directory.
• Unpack the NSCool.tar.gz archive:
     will create a directory NSCool with
     several subdirectories:

- Code contains the code.
- EOS contains EOSs.
- TOV contains the TOV solver and pre-built stars.
- I_Files contains samples of control files
  needed for running the code.
- Model_1 contains examples to run.
- User_Guide contains what it says.

(There may be more directories, depending the 
version of the archive you have.)
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Prepare the makefile for compilation
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For what I have checked 
NSCool compiles OK 
with the GNU g95 and 
gfortran compilers and 

with the Intel© ifort.

Edit the makefile (in the 
subdirectory Code) and 

define correspondingly the 
COMPILER and OPTIONS 

variables.
(If you have doubts about

OPTIONS, try to just
comment it out)

Save the makefile !
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Compile NSCool !
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In subdirectory Code just type:

make NSCool.out <ENTER>

(and cross fingers)

If successful, this will create
NSCool.out

(which is also copied to the
upper directory NSCool).

If it does not work: you have a problem to solve !

Ask me, try to solve it by yourself, or
    e-mail me: page@astro.unam.mx
    (but this is not a support hot-line, there is no guarantee I will have time to respond
     in a useful manner. Which does not mean I will not do it ! Just no guarantee.)

Just in case: there may be object files (as, eg, NSCool.o) from a previous compilation in 
the directory Code. Delete them (with rm -f *.o ) before compiling !
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A first trial run of NSCool
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After compilation you have a copy of NSCool.out in the directory NSCool:
you must run it from that directory !

(so it can find all necessary files in the corresponding subdirectories).

1- Start NSCool.out

2- Type in the name
  of the “input “master file”

NSCool prints out the 
names of the files 
listed in the master file: 
these files define the 
model being calculated
    [more on this later]

☛   The print out is:
Age
(yrs)

Te∞

(K)
Luminosities (erg/s)

Photons     Neutrinos     Heating
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A first trial run of NSCool      .
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CONGRATULATIONS: you have a working version of NSCool !
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The Master and Control Files
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For more details on the content of the “Input master file” (Cool_*.in)
and the contents of the many files listed in it, see:

NSCool_Guide_Control

(These files are of course essential
for doing anything beyond just running

the trial model)  
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What NSCool does
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Given the initial conditions, NSCool solve the (fully GR version) of the equations of 
energy balance (i.e., conservation of energy) and energy transport. It uses as functions 

the internal temperature and the internal luminosity, actually the red-shifted ones:

Li-1 Ti   Li+1

Shell

Shell boundary 

Shell interior

Shell boundary 
i =

 0
 ➞

i =
 i m

ax
 ➞

“Surface” : r = rb

Grid
points

The star is discretized, at radii 
ri, i=0, 1, 2, ...,imax with

ri=0 = 0 and ri=imax = rb (the 
outer radius in the simulation)

L is defined at the
boundaries 

between shells, i.e.,
i = 0, 2, 4, ... , imax-1
T is defined inside 

the sheels, i.e., 
i = 1, 3, 5, ... , imax
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The thermal evolution equations
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The energy balance equation can be summarized as:

which expresses that T changes with time because of the gradient of L and the 
presence of energy sources Qh (heating rate), energy sinks Qν (neutrino 

emissivity) and the capacity of energy storage Cv (specific heat).

The energy transport equation can be summarized as:

which expresses L in terms of the temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity λ. 

Obviously T=T(r,t) and L=L(r,t) so these are partial differential equations

These equations must be supplemented by boundary conditions:

• At the center of the star:         L(r=0,t) ≡ 0 
          (no point source or sink of energy at the center of the star).
• At the surface of the star:  
          (actually one uses something a little more sophisticated but physically equivalent:
           one glues an envelope model to the surface, which is then at rb < R.
           This has many advantages, in particular it makes life easier).
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Following the time evolution of T and L
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The time evolution of the T and L profiles goes step by step in time, e.g.,, from t to t’=t+dt.
Writing as T old and Lold the profiles at time t and by just T and L at time t’ one can try:

This looks very simple and is a very bad idea: it is numerically unstable !
Which means: unless you take ridiculously small time steps dt (“Courant dixit”) your screen will fill up with a huge series of fearful “NAN”.

(numerically: any error, and numerics are never exacts, will grow exponentially with time and blow up in your face)  

Explicit
Method

Implicit
Method

The smart way: (not my idea, but due to L.G. Henyey. I first tried the above till somebody told me it was a stupid idea)

evaluate the r.h.s. using the new T and L instead of the previous values T old and Lold.

This is numerically stable but: 
                    one has to extract T and L from it (and T is inside Qh, Qν, Cv and λ)
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Iterating the T and L profiles
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Solving the implicit form of the thermal evolution equations is done by 
iterations. Assuming we know the profiles of T and L at time t: Told and Lold

we will find the new T and L at time t’=t+dt by successive approximations
(Ti(O), Li(O)) → (Ti(1), Li(1)) → (Ti(2), Li(2)) → (Ti(3), Li(3)) →  ...

We take a first guess (Ti(O), Li(O))  for the new (Ti, Li), see how bad the equations are 
not solved, calculate corrections, plug back the new values (Ti(1), Li(1)) in the 

equations, see how bad the equations are not solved, calculate new corrections, a.s.o... 

[The notation (Ti, Li) represents the array of Ti’s (i=1, 3, 5, ...) and Li(O)’s (i=0, 2, 4, ...) at the ri ’s in the star]

Ti(k) ➞ Ti(k+1) = Ti(k) + δTi(k)  [i=1, 3, 5, ...]
Li(k) ➞ Li(k+1) = Li(k) + δLi(k)   [i=0, 2, 4, ...]   

These iterations are stopped when corrections become small enough, i.e., when: 

Accuracy of the order of 10-10 can be achieved in about 5 iterations !

So, the kth to (k+1)th iteration,  with corrections δTi(k) and δLi(k), looks like:
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Follow NSCool at work
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To have NSCool print out more information 
on the screen while it is running edit the 
file I.dat (in the subdirectory Model_1)
and change the value of the parameter 

PSCREEN (“print on screen”) to 3
(“3”, not “3.”, and save the file).

PSCREEN:
   1  only one line of output per time-step
        (which gives the print out in the previous
         example)
   2  prints out more info.
   3  prints out details of the progress of the
       iterations at each time-step.

Now, rerun NSCool !

[Now, at each time step you have to 
press <ENTER> to go to the next one]
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NSCool at work: good !
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Time step number
Time “t” (in yrs)

Time increase “dt” (in yrs)

Increase in dt from previous time step: 

Iteration:
k = 0 :  initial guess (nothing to show)

k > 0 : 

[NSCool is constantly trying to speed up 
by increasing dt from previous time-step]

show:

[In parenthesis is the zone number, “i”, where the Max is reached]

when it works, it falls onto the solution like an hawk, but ...

Photon, neutrino and heating luminosities
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NSCool at work: oooops !
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When something rough happens inside (as, 
e.g., the phase transition to superfluidity/
superconductivity) it may become hard to 

find the new T and L profiles:
the initial guess (Ti(O), Li(O))  is too far 

away from the solution (Ti, Li) and 
iterations just go nowhere:

Remedy: forget these iterations, restart over 
with a smaller time step dt

        ...             ... 

and if it does not work, shorten dt again, and again until ...
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NSCool at work: it works !
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Finally, with dt ~ 0.2 dtold
the solution is found !

and now, try to rush again ...

[This ratio is dt at step 50 compared to 
dtold at step 49, not dt at the previous 

iteration attempt of this step 50]

It may happen that dt is cut so much that it becomes ~ 0: the only remedy is then
Ctrl-C

and figure out what’s happening (very likely you added some weird physics, or a bug)
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NSCool at work: going too fast !
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In this model (an isolated cooling 
neutron star) when the star gets 
into photon cooling T decreases 

much faster that during the 
neutrino cooling era. Moreover 
there is not much to calculate 

because the star is almost 
perfectly isothermal.

➞  NSCool rushes too much !

To avoid loosing accuracy, another 
test  for the time increment dt is that 
T does not change too from T old : if

max_dtemp ≡

is ≥ 0.2 the increase of dt (with 
respect to dtold) is reduced.
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The Input Master File “Cool_*.in”
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The way it is presently working, NSCool will look for these files as they are defined in the input file. 
The way the files are defined in Cool_Try.in, since the subdirectories EOS, TOV, I_Files, Model_1, ..., 
are in the NSCool directory, one has to run NSCool from this directory (and not from the Code subdirectory). 
But if you define the files as, e.g., ‘../EOS/Crust/Crust_EOS_Cat_HZD-NV.dat’, you can run from Code.

The master input file:

Its content is briefly described in the next slides.
For more details see: NSCool_Guide_Control.

It is defined in NSCool.f with:

If you’re tired of typing in the directory,
uncomment the
c   filename=‘Model_1’//filename

Or, if you’re always using the same 
input file (e.g., while debugging) use 
the second version (uncomment it, 
and comment out the first version)
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The input file line by line (1)
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0: This specifies how much info there is in the core 
EOS file. Its possible values are:
‘old‘  ,  ‘new‘  ,  ‘NEW‘  ,  ‘QRK‘  ,  and  ‘STR’.
Presently, only ‘NEW‘ and ‘STR’ work properly !
• ‘NEW‘ includes leptons, nucleons and hyperons.
• ‘STR’ is for strange stars with a thin baryonic crust.
• ‘QRK‘ was as ‘new‘ but with quark matter (“hybrid star”),
   allowing for a mixed phase. I think it is not anymore 
   compatible with the present version of NSCool, but this 
   should be easy to fix (by making an extension of ‘NEW‘ 
   instead of ‘new‘).

• ‘old’ and ‘new’ may work, but this needs
   to be checked.

This terminology obviously
reflects the evolution of

NSCool with time !

3: contains the profile of the star as calculated by 
the TOV integrator. Since TOV is integrated by a 
Runge-Kutta scheme, during initialization a new 
grid is defined, by interpolations, more 
appropriate for NSCool.

1: the crust EOS and 
2: the core EOS:they are used to define the “chemical composition” of the star, i.e., 
abundances of each type of particle, and nuclei in the crust, as well as Fermi momenta, 
effective masses, etc ... All this is performed during initialization.

1 
2 
3 

0 
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The input file line by line (2)
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4: contains parameters which define the grid used. 
I like to give files a name which is pretty indicative of its 
content. This name indicates that this specific file defines: 
ρcrust-core = 1.6⋅1014 gm cm-3, ρdrip = 4⋅1011 gm cm-3 
and ρb = 1010 gm cm-3 (that is the “surface”, i.e., the position 
of the outer boundary), and a “normal” size grid (about 100 
grid points in the core and 250 in the crust).

5: defines the outer boundary condition, i.e., the 
envelope model glued at rb.
(This particular file defines a heavy element envelope with 
iron at the surface.)

6: define which pairing gaps are used (for 
superfluidity/superconductivity).

7: allows some control to turn on or off some 
neutrino processes.

8: same thing, but for the thermal conductivity.

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11

9:   controls which heating mechanisms
      are used.
10: controls magnetic field evolution:
      not implemented anymore !
11: controls the accretion rate.

Notice that these last three files have 
names as I_*_0.dat:
this indicates that these files define
-  no heating, 
-  no magnetic field evolution (in this
          case there is no other option !) and 
-  no accretion.
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The input file line by line (3)
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12 
13 
14 
15 

13: output file: contains a few line of general info about the model and then one line per
      time step:

14: output file: contains the full T & L (and other variables) profiles at determined times
      [the times at which print out is done are given in the file “I.dat” 12] 

15: output file: contains the full profile of the star of time independent variables
      as r, ρ, P, Tc’s, ...

12: contains some parameter which control the
    output: see next slide.
    [In this file are the parameters, among others,
     which determine whether the next three files 
     are used or not.]

                .   ...          ...      ...      ...       ...   etc

This is the file to
use to plot a 
cooling curve
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Output control: the “I.dat” file
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Not used anymore 
[but kept here for backward compatibility]

List of times, in years, 
at which the full profiles will be 
printed out in the file “Temp_*.dat”.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7  
8 
9 

10 
11

1: already described previously.
2: DEBUG > 0 will print out zillions of screenfull
    of info about what NSCool is doing. Some
    hints about it are at the top of the file NSCool.f
3: time step at which the debug print out will begins.
4: PTEFF =1:  the output file “Teff_*.dat” is used.
5: PTEMP =1: the output file “Temp_*.dat” is used.
  If PTEMP =2: a HUGE output file “Temp_*.dat”
   is generated. [More on it somewhere else]
6: PSTAR =1: the output file “Star_*.dat” is used.
7, 8, and 9: some integers which can be used to
    print out more things in “Teff_*.dat”.
10: the calculation stops when Te∞ drops below this
   value (in K).
11: initial temperature (in K) for the initial T profile.
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Bookkeeping advice
You will rapidly have many many 
cooling models. It can become a mess.

For easier bookkeeping:
• Create different directories for 
different families of models, as, e.g., 
Model_1, Model_2, Model_3, ..
• Change the name of the master file 
Cool_*.in for each model (i.e., each 
run of NSCool) and keep all these files 
in the subdirectory. They contain all the 
info about the details of the model !
• Use the same name for the output 
files Teff_*.dat, Temp_*.dat and 
Star_*.dat as for the master 
Cool_*.in. Example:
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